G3.2.5
Identifying actions that might lead to accidents

A. **Observe each picture closely.**
   
   Colour **safe actions** green.
   
   Colour **unsafe actions** red.
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B. Colour the traffic lights.

Use your scissors to cut along the outline and stick the traffic lights onto a cereal box.
C. Read each sentence and change into the feminine:

1. The boy carefully crossed the road.
   The girl carefully crossed the road.

2. Grandpa fastened his seatbelt.
   _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________

3. Dad put on his safety-helmet before riding his bike.
   _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________

4. My uncle held my cousin's hand while crossing the road.
   _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________

5. My brother checked his bike's brakes before riding it to the park.
   _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________

6. Jane's nephew drank no alcohol before driving his car.
   _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________